International Risks
- Corporate &
Multinational Risks
For more than 35 years Lockton Singapore has been providing the highest level of
professionalism, care and attention to our clients from a wide spectrum of industrial,
commercial, manufacturing and financial sectors. We have 55 dedicated professionals
delivering an array of insurance and risk management expertise.
With a strong track record in commercial insurance, our team of highly experienced
brokers work in close partnership with our clients to meet their specific needs; we help
them secure the growth and future of their companies by offering flexible insurance
solutions that can be tailored to their unique businesses. Working with you we can
identify your requirements to ensure that:
 Insurance cover is comprehensive and appropriate for your business today
 Cost is minimized and value increased
 Best practice risk management is implemented to reduce claims

We provide our clients and prospects with detailed risk assessments, benchmark their
insurance policies and advise on improvements/gaps. We also focus on uninsurable
risk to provide a 360 degree understanding of the threats your business may face.
With the growing demand for IT platforms, we have further enhanced our client
partnership by providing a portal that allows you to instantly access your insurance
documentation, report and monitor the status of your claims and access professional
advice on wide selection of current business threats and risks.
With Lockton offices in Singapore, Hong Kong, Greater China, Korea, Thailand,
Malaysia, Vietnam and the Philippines, Lockton has extensive reach across Asia. With
further offices across the US and UK, and network partners globally, Lockton serves
clients in more than 100 countries and can reach any location in the world. We have
the capability, expertise and network to establish and manage a local, regional or global
risk management and insurance program. If you have any question on insurance or risk
management, please feel free to contact us at (65) 6221 1288. Alternatively we will
contact you in the near future to arrange a discussion.
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